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Abstract: Ontology matching is a rapidly emerging topic crucial for semantic web effort, data
integration, and interoperability. Semantic heterogeneity is one of the most challenging aspects of
ontology matching. Consequently, background knowledge (BK) resources are utilized to bridge
the semantic gap between the ontologies. Generic BK approaches use a single matcher to discover
correspondences between entities from different ontologies. However, the Ontology Alignment
Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) results show that not all matchers identify the same correct mappings.
Moreover, none of the matchers can obtain good results across all matching tasks. This study proposes
a novel BK multimatcher approach for improving ontology matching by effectively generating and
combining mappings from biomedical ontologies. Aggregation strategies to create more effective
mappings are discussed. Then, a matcher path confidence measure that helps select the most
promising paths using the final mapping selection algorithm is proposed. The proposed model
performance is tested using the Anatomy and Large Biomed tracks offered by the OAEI 2020. Results
show that higher recall levels have been obtained. Moreover, the F-measure values achieved with
our model are comparable with those obtained by the state of the art matchers.

Keywords: aggregation strategy; background knowledge; biomedical ontologies; indirect matching;
mapping composition; ontology alignment; ontology matching

1. Introduction

The evolution of semantic web technologies and the growth of big data volumes
maintained by various database models have resulted in many disparate and independent
data sources [1]. However, data growth will pose many issues if we cannot keep pace with
these improvements. To succeed, it is crucial to determine how traditional information
systems can be transferred into more integrated systems. In this context, ontologies play
an essential role in addressing semantic heterogeneity to achieve semantic interoperability
among the various web applications and services [2]. Semantic web languages have a
sharp learning curve, and a shift in viewpoint is necessary, particularly in individuals
with qualifications in software engineering, object focused programming, or relational
databases.

During the early 1990s, researchers in the field of computer science began investi-
gating ontologies. The claim was that ontologies could facilitate information sharing by
users and software agents regarding particular topics. The given definition of ontology
was a conceptual representation of an entity, its characteristics and correlations within a
domain [3]. Over the past 10 years, ontologies have gained increasing attention in many
different fields, including academia, industry, biomedicine, finance, engineering, law, and
governmental agencies [4]. Furthermore, ontologies have gained significant importance
as a component of biomedical research investigations because they supply the formalism,
objectivity, and common terminology required to report research findings that can enable
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direct exchange and reuse by scientists and computers [5]. However, integrating and
sharing data are still challenging because ontologies are semantically heterogeneous.

Ontology matching has grown in popularity, particularly in the biomedical, biological,
and geographical domains [6,7]. From an abstract perspective, ontology matching aims to
identify how ontologies relate to one another. The matching process can be completed by
detecting any two given entities’ interrelated or comparable elements. Precisely, the two
entities must be tallied to yield the appropriate set of correspondences [3]. It is challenging
to match biomedical ontologies because of their huge size, vocabulary complexity, and ris-
ing semantic richness, including new forms of interactions between classes making the task
computationally challenging [6]. Several studies have presented alternative approaches
to address the ontology matching problem. They differ principally in terms of the type of
information that each ontology encodes and how that knowledge is applied in the context
of detecting equivalences across features or structures in ontologies [8–12]. Furthermore,
additional factors, such as matching settings (e.g., weights and cut thresholds) and external
BK resources, influence the matching process. However, BK sources must include lexical
or structural knowledge that the source and target ontologies do not have, to recognize
novel mappings.

1.1. Background Knowledge (BK)

The definition of BK varies in different techniques. Ren and Deng [13] define BK
as the critical information required to understand a situation or problem. The BK based
matching or indirect matching approach or context based matching is the opposite of direct
matching. It detects mappings between ontologies for alignment by taking advantage of
external resources [14]. Placing ontologies in the context of other ontologies may improve
direct matching, as illustrated in Figure 1 [15]. Recently, attention has been directed toward
finding a different solution to automatic methods by employing BK as a mediator to identify
the input ontologies’ correspondence [16]. BK resources are linked data, lexical databases,
one or several ontologies, a BK repository, and existing mappings.
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Semantic heterogeneity is a significant problem during ontology matching [17]. The
efficiency of direct matching is diminished by heterogeneous ontologies, as reflected in
the definition of the same concept with different labels or structuring based on distinct
modeling perspectives [14]. Every suggested approach involved the utilization of BK
as a complementary solution to current automatic methods. Such aspects have been
explored by several studies [18–20]. Although lexicon based alignment (e.g., WordNet)
has been attempted in several studies [21–23], other types of BK have not been extensively
employed [7,17]. BK based matching techniques aim to address semantic heterogeneity
by exploring an external resource to cover the semantic gap among matched ontologies.
However, existing BK based matching systems, such as AML [6] or LogMapBio [24], have
built the indirect matching process into their internal design. Therefore, the reuse of such
systems is contingent on adjusting their code, which can be difficult.
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Generic frameworks, such as Scarlet and GBKOM for BK based ontology matching,
are the only standard BK based matchers; however, the former is significantly outdated
and lacks functionality [14]. Meanwhile, only a singular matcher is employed by GBKOM
to take advantage of external BK sources to bridge the semantic gap between ontologies
for alignment. However, greater performance can be obtained by using a multimatcher, as
we will show in this work. Different ontology matchers may not always detect the exact
correspondences. Accordingly, multiple competing matchers are typically used to reinforce
possible matches to attain reliable results. Subsequently, the final alignment outcomes are
strengthened by combining the generated mappings into a single one.

1.2. Contributions

This work presents the approach of combining and aggregating several mapping
alignments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the multimatcher model for BK based
ontology matching. Several matchers are currently available. However, the OAEI results
indicate that not all matchers discover the same correct mappings. As a result, none of them
is capable of achieving excellent performance in all matching tasks. Our Multimatcher
BK based ontology matching strategy estimates that it would be more effective to merge
alignments generated by the different matcher. Therefore, it uncovers new mappings
between the ontologies that are being matched and enhances the final alignment. Our
model uses a path driven inferencing strategy. The pathways between the source and target
ontologies are established first. Then, a matcher confidence value for the constructed paths
is built using our suggested measure, which the final mapping judgment process will use
to help determine if the pathways are effective or not. This proposed model consists of
three main components: (1) matcher aggregation strategies, (2) BK path driven inferencing,
and (3) merging paths and final mapping selection. The proposed model will enhance
direct matching results by providing better recall and F-measure than existing methods.
The three primary contributions of this work are as follows:

1. An algorithm to improve mapping correspondence quality using different matchers
and several aggregation strategies;

2. A matcher path confidence measure that indicates the generated path matchers, which
will be exploited by final mapping judgment;

3. An algorithm to select the final mapping from several paths based on the matcher
path confidence measure and false mapping repository to enhance the direct matching
performance.

We have used the Anatomy and Large Biomed tracks supplied by the OAEI 2020
to evaluate our model’s performance to illustrate the enhancement gain with the BK
matching process in mapping quality, recall, and F-measure. Moreover, the model offers a
comprehensive range of linked parameters and allows multiple setups.

1.3. Organization

The remainder of this work is organized in the following manner. Section 2 introduces
the required preliminaries on ontology matching. Section 3 reviews the related work.
Section 4 proposes a BK multimatcher model. Section 5 explains the experimental and
result analysis. Section 6 concludes the study with a discussion and recommendations for
future research.

2. Preliminaries

The following fundamental terms are used throughout the study:
Ontology: Ontologies are the tools that allow us to formally describe a domain by its

objects and the relationships that exist between them. Ontology is defined in this study as
a collection of classes, properties, and instances for a specific topic of interest. The set of
classes, properties, and instances that make up the given ontology is often referred to as
the entity of the ontology.
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Matcher: a matcher is a system used to find mappings between ontologies, such as
AML [6], LogMap, and LogMapLt [24].

Ontology matching system: A standard ontology matching system inputs two ontolo-
gies representing the source and the target and attempts to identify similar entities [3].

Correspondence: Correspondence is defined as the mapping of an entity between the
source and the target ontologies. This task may include additional information regarding
the mapping (e.g., relation, score, and matcher).

<e, e′, r, s, m>: Represents a basic correspondence. In this context, e represents an
entity from the source ontology, and e′ is an entity from the target ontology. r represents
the equivalence between the entities. s represents the degree of confidence reflecting the
reliability of a correspondence in the range [0, 1], and m denotes a matcher given by a
series of single- or multimatcher.

Alignment: The series of correspondences among the pairs of entities represents the
alignment for the specific source and target ontologies. According to this definition, the
alignment constitutes the standard results of an ontology alignment system.

Aggregation strategy. A satisfactory output alignment is not always achieved with
just one ontology entity matcher. Accordingly, multiple matchers are frequently integrated
to generate a singular confidence value representing an aggregated value. The quality
of the alignments is highly dependent on the suitable aggregation approach. However,
determining an effective combination strategy is a complicated task. A complex procedure
is manually carried out by an expert or a generic method (e.g., maximum, minimum,
average, and vote) [25].

Biomedical ontology matching: This is concerned with determining an ontology
alignment made up of biomedical concept correspondences. In most cases, the matching
procedure requires the use of external BK sources.

BK: BK has different definitions in various techniques. BK is defined as the essential
information needed to comprehend a scenario or problem in ontology matching. We
identify it as a collection of external ontologies that give lexical or semantic information on
the domain of the ontologies to align.

Once the final alignments are established, multiple performance scores are gener-
ally determined to measure system performance. In this work, a reference alignment
encompassing the ground truth of the mappings between specific ontologies is needed.
Two measures, typically referred to as recall and precision, are employed to evaluate the
alignment. Recall, known as completeness, assesses the proportion of accurate alignments
identified to the overall number of available accurate alignments. Meanwhile, precision is
known as correctness and assesses the proportion of identified alignments that are indeed
accurate. For example, reference alignment, R, and particular alignment, A, are defined as
follows:

Precision =
FoundCorrect

All Final Correspondces

Recall =
FoundCorrect

All Re f erence Correspondces

In most cases, recall and precision are needed for alignment performance comparison.
Furthermore, the F-measure can be employed for a trade off between the two measures
and is given by:

F−measure =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision + Recall
The collaborative international initiative (OAEI) is designed to assess the increasing

number of ontology matching systems. This initiative is primarily geared toward an
open and equal comparison of systems and algorithms to ensure that the ideal matching
techniques can be determined by everyone [26]. Furthermore, the initiative includes a range
of tracks (e.g., anatomy, conference, and large biomedical ontologies), and the outcomes of
the evaluated systems are disclosed for further analysis.
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3. Related Work

In this section, we will look at relevant research on the four main topics of this work:
BK framework architectures, BK based ontology matching, BK ontology selection, and
aggregation strategies.

3.1. GBKOM BK Based Ontology Matching

Existing matchers, such as GOMMA [27], LogMap [28], or AML [6], use BK based
matching modules closely associated with their internal architectures. GOMMA was the
first system to use a mapping composition to implement a BK based method in 2012.
LogMap is a large scale ontology matching system capable of dealing with massive ontolo-
gies. BK is used in two versions of the LogMap ontology matcher. LogMap-BK uses the
UMLS Metathesaurus, while LogMapBio supplies a selection of the biomedical ontology
from the NCBO BioPortal as BK. AML is a framework for ontology matching based on an
AgreementMaker, one of the most used ontology matching systems. AML is a lightweight
system focused on the biomedical sector but applicable to other ontologies. Nevertheless,
reusing these modules demands a detailed study and customization of their code, which is
not easy.

However, GBKOM is an exception [14]. The GBKOM BK-based ontology matching
is a flexible framework. It is openly accessible on GitHub, can be added to any current
matcher, and is suitable for undertaking experimental evaluations. The GBKOM instance
employs YAM++ as a single matcher with BK from UBERON and DOID, two biomedical
ontologies. GBKOM uses the LogMap Repair module to remove the incoherent mapping
of generated alignments. In this register, we extend this work using several aggregations of
alignments provided by different matchers to increase the matching quality compared with
using a single matcher. The study revealed that employing multimatchers and composing
mappings for ontologies is highly successful.

3.2. BK Based Ontology Matching

BK can be represented in various ways, including domain ontologies, pre-existing
alignments, and web sources [7]. The amount of structured knowledge that is publicly
available has dramatically increased. Several large knowledge graphs, including BabelNet,
DBpedia, and Wikidata, are accessible [8]. Nonetheless, these knowledge bases are rarely
used for automated matching. Much earlier research has employed lexicons to accomplish
alignment, such as WordNet as a generic source [21–23]. However, the biological domain
is an exception: domain specific BK is widely available and frequently utilized [17].

Given that many biomedical ontologies overlap, correspondences to a mediating
ontology must be used to enhance the delivery of final correspondences between the
ontologies. A straightforward and effective strategy is to compose existing mappings
to generate new mappings quickly. Studies by [29,30] derived mappings from existing
mappings to third ontologies, referred to as intermediate ontologies. For example, we
assume the transitivity of the correspondences. The composition of a particular mapping
between schemes S1, S2, and schemes S2 and S3 will lead to a new mapping between S1
and S3.

Chen et al. [31] proposed dynamically composing mappings by picking ontologies
from BioPortal. Annane et al. [16] proposed using one or more intermediary ontologies as
a composition based strategy to align living science ontologies indirectly. The suggested
technique aims to increase alignment efficiency and quality by reusing ontology align-
ments. This approach matches existing alignments between the BioPortal’s ontologies
by integrating source and target entities into the global maps graph using a path based
mechanism. The paths connecting the concept to the graph allow new maps to be created.
Although various BK sources are accessible in the biological domain, this is not the case in
other fields. Therefore, such procedures are not readily applicable.
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3.3. BK Ontology Selection

Research on BK selection has also been carried out in the biological domain. Faria
et al. [32] suggested a measure known as mapping gain (MG) that is based on the new
alignment found in a baseline alignment. MG is used to examine the individual use of
BK sources. The source with the most significant MG value is selected. Hartung et al. [33]
presented a new measure for ontology matching termed effectiveness, based on how much
information is shared between the two ontologies being matched. This metric is based
mainly on the overlap in an intermediate ontology in terms of concepts. For example, the
higher the overlap, the higher the efficiency.

Tigrine et al. [34] incorporated the problem into an information retrieval paradigm.
Ontologies and BKs are compared in terms of content and structure. This technique’s
selection procedure is automated and independent of domain. Quinx et al. [35] proposed
a similar methodology to find appropriate BK sources using a keyword based vector
similarity technique. Chen et al. [31] used a fast selection strategy to determine a suitable
collection of mediating ontologies due to the high number of ontologies available in
BioPortal. The fast selection methodology finds labels present in the input ontologies and
research into ontologies containing synonyms in BioPortal. Such specialized organized
resources remain scarce outside the biomedical field. In contrast with the current work, a
GKBOM selects a fragment of the BK resource related to the source ontology.

3.4. Aggregation Techniques

A single algorithm cannot easily achieve a quality alignment on its own because of the
multiplicity of human made data models. Accordingly, the matching process is approached
with a set of matchers or matching algorithms [3,36]. The setting of various matchers is
manually performed by experienced ontology matching system users, domain experts
and ontology developers [37]. However, setting up and configuring such systems with
several matchers, combination methods, and individual parameter settings are difficult,
even for specialists. The ontology matching community has already addressed these
challenges when combining several similarity measures in the same matcher [6,27,38] and
has provided several solutions [39–41].

There are many combination methods, some of which are basic and others more
advanced, as illustrated in Figure 2. Several commonly used fundamental approaches are
mentioned in the literature, including Average, Maximum, Minimum, and Cut threshold.
The Average approach calculates the average similarity of all individual matchers who
have discovered a specific relation. It indicates that all matchers are given the same weight.
This technique aggregates the relationships contained in the different alignments and
calculates a final score based on the average confidence of the different alignments. This
calculation is carried out despite the sort of relationship between the two elements. The
Maximum method finds the maximum similarity value across all possible matchers. On the
other hand, the Minimum technique selects the lowest similarity value from any particular
matcher. The Cut threshold technique has numerous modifications; in its simplest version,
it means that a preset cut threshold selects which relations would be included in a final
alignment [3]. Advanced combination methods are described in [37,42,43].

It is suggested that weighted aggregation be used for the aggregation process. The
weighted aggregation technique analyzes each basic matcher’s correspondences differently,
taking into account the overall quality of the results provided by each matcher. The most
challenging problem is determining an individual basic matcher’s weighting factor or the
quality of matching results produced by a specific basic matcher. According to Peukert
et al. [44], advanced combination approaches can perform well on some matching tasks,
while basic strategies, such as utilizing Average aggregation, are more robust. Some of the
most effective matching systems, such as AML [6] and COMA [27], combine the results of
individual matchers using relatively simple methods.
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4. BK Ontology Matching: A Multimatcher Model
4.1. Overview of Our Approach

We present a BK multimatcher model to combine and aggregate the different mapping
alignments created by several automatic matchers, notably, LogMap, LogMapLt, and AML,
to enhance the final alignment. Matchers can indeed identify candidate correspondences,
which must be confirmed and corrected by human experts. Automatic matchers might
miss some correspondences. Moreover, relying on a single matcher to improve calculated
ontology mappings and reduce the manual effort required to fix them is insufficient;
therefore, various matchers must be combined. In this register, our model is built on the
GBKOM architecture presented in [14]. However, significant improvements and changes
to the previous approach have been made. The system architecture has been changed
to combine and aggregate different alignments obtained by several matcher alignments
for different tasks (building the global graph, anchoring, and direct matching). A new
aggregation strategy component is created, including Minimum, Maximum, Average, and
Vote, and a novel algorithm for path driven inferencing.

The algorithm for final mapping judgment has been improved to its current version
by considering the matcher path confidence measure and the false mapping repository.
Our model also includes additional features that allow various settings and may be easily
integrated into any current matcher. This model is valuable for conducting experiments.

Our proposed model consists of three major components, as shown in Figure 3.
We provide matcher aggregation strategies (Algorithm 1), BK path driven inferencing,
combing paths and applying the final selection method (Algorithm 2). The model begins
by employing various automatic matchers to align the manually chosen BK ontologies.
The alignments that each matcher generates are temporarily saved in a processing folder.
Then, the model aggregates and determines the final combination based on the model
aggregation strategy. After that, several matchers will match the source ontology with the
BK ontologies, and the final mapping will be selected using the same aggregation strategy.
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The BK global graph is filtered using the source ontology to build a specific graph
(BK selected graph) aligned with the target ontology. In the second component, our model
adapted a path driven inferencing method. First, the paths between the source and the
target ontologies is established, including the matchers’ names. Then, our suggested
measure establishes the matcher confidence value for the created paths, which the final
mapping judgment algorithm uses to assist in determining whether the pathways are
effective or not. Finally, the third component selects the final mapping judgment among
several paths based on the confidence value of the matchers. In addition, post-processing
techniques can be used to select only the most appropriate correspondences. Thus, we
provide our model with false mappings that start of the art matchers cannot recover, to
improve the quality of direct matching (F-measure).

4.2. Matcher Aggregation Strategies

This module is the foundation of our approach. In this work, we apply simple but
effective aggregation algorithms. The matching process includes an alignment aggregation
step that seeks to combine the best correspondences from the alignments created by the
various matchers to produce the final alignment. The final alignment quality can be im-
proved by combining the findings of the individual matchers. Four different alignment
combination strategies have been established to combine alignments created by the individ-
ual matchers. Three of these strategies represent basic approaches (Minimum, Maximum,
and Average) and Vote as a more advanced combination method. In this section, simple
and advanced combination methods will be presented. Nonetheless, some more advanced
combination approaches that involve machine learning techniques exist. However, these
techniques are not explained further because they require training data aligned with the
ground truth that is usually unavailable.

The matcher aggregation strategies are as follows: three alignments are expressed in
RDF format, one with the matcher LogMap (Table 1), another with the matcher LogMapLt
(Table 2), and a third with the matcher AML (Table 3). This article only discusses equiva-
lence mappings. However, our methodology might be expanded to other types of mapping
relationships if a mechanism for composing diverse relationships on the same path is
developed [45]. Given two ontologies, namely, MA and UBERON, an alignment consists of
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a collection of correspondences 〈e1, e2, r, s, m〉, where r denotes a relationship between e1
and e2, such as equivalence. Where s is a confidence score in (0, 1), indicating how likely
it is that e1 and e2 are related to one another. The composition of the confidence value is
performed in one of four ways (Tables 4–7) where:

Table 1. Part of the alignment between MA and Uberon ontologies using the LogMap matcher.

Entity 1 Entity 2 Score

MA_0002215 UBERON_0007318 0.80
MA_0002110 UBERON_0008783 0.79
MA_0000462 UBERON_0001528 0.89
MA_0002358 UBERON_0001298 0.83
MA_0002107 UBERON_0006656 0.62
MA_0000004 UBERON_0000468 0.50

Table 2. Part of the alignment between MA and Uberon ontologies using the LogMapLt matcher.

Entity 1 Entity 2 Score

MA_0002215 UBERON_0007318 1.0
MA_0002110 UBERON_0008783 1.0
MA_0000462 UBERON_0001528 1.0
MA_0000599 UBERON_0004268 1.0
MA_0000744 UBERON_0009039 1.0

Table 3. Part of the alignment between MA and Uberon ontologies using the AML matcher.

Entity 1 Entity 2 Score

MA_0002215 UBERON_0007318 0.99
MA_0002110 UBERON_0008783 0.99
MA_0000462 UBERON_0001528 0.88
MA_0002358 UBERON_0001298 0.99
MA_0002107 UBERON_0006656 0.62
MA_0000599 UBERON_0004268 0.99
MA_0000001 UBERON_0001062 0.99

Table 4. Part of the final alignment between MA and Uberon ontologies using the minimum
aggregation strategy.

Entity 1 Entity 2 Score Matcher

MA_0002215 UBERON_0007318 0.80 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0002110 UBERON_0008783 0.79 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0000462 UBERON_0001528 0.88 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0002358 UBERON_0001298 0.83 LogMap, AML

MA_0002107 UBERON_0006656 0.62 LogMap, AML

MA_0000599 UBERON_0004268 0.99 LogMapLt, AML

MA_0000004 UBERON_0000468 0.50 LogMap

MA_0000744 UBERON_0009039 1.0 LogMapLt

MA_0000001 UBERON_0001062 0.99 AML
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Table 5. Part of the final alignment between MA and Uberon ontologies using the maximum
aggregation strategy.

Entity 1 Entity 2 Score Matcher

MA_0002215 UBERON_0007318 1.0 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0002110 UBERON_0008783 1.0 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0000462 UBERON_0001528 1.0 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0002358 UBERON_0001298 0.99 LogMap, AML

MA_0002107 UBERON_0006656 0.62 LogMap, AML

MA_0000599 UBERON_0004268 1.0 LogMapLt, AML

MA_0000004 UBERON_0000468 0.50 LogMap

MA_0000744 UBERON_0009039 1.0 LogMapLt

MA_0000001 UBERON_0001062 0.99 AML

Table 6. Part of the final alignment between MA and Uberon ontologies using the average aggregation
strategy.

Entity 1 Entity 2 Score Matcher

MA_0002215 UBERON_0007318 0.93 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0002110 UBERON_0008783 0.93 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0000462 UBERON_0001528 0.92 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0002358 UBERON_0001298 0.91 LogMap, AML

MA_0002107 UBERON_0006656 0.62 LogMap, AML

MA_0000599 UBERON_0004268 0.99 LogMapLt, AML

MA_0000004 UBERON_0000468 0.50 LogMap

MA_0000744 UBERON_0009039 1.0 LogMapLt

MA_0000001 UBERON_0001062 0.99 AML

Table 7. Part of the final alignment between MA and Uberon ontologies using the vote aggregation
strategy.

Entity 1 Entity 2 Score Matcher

MA_0002215 UBERON_0007318 1.0 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0002110 UBERON_0008783 1.0 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0000462 UBERON_0001528 1.0 LogMap, LogMapLt, AML

MA_0002358 UBERON_0001298 0.99 LogMap, AML

MA_0002107 UBERON_0006656 0.62 LogMap, AML

MA_0000599 UBERON_0004268 1.0 LogMapLt, AML

Such as equivalence. Where s is a confidence score in (0, 1) indicating how likely it
is that e1 and e2 are related to one another. The composition of the confidence value is
performed in one of four ways where:

Minimum: The minimization combination method returned the lowest score value for
e1 and e2.

s = Minimum(e1, e2)

Maximum: The maximization combination method returned the highest score value
for e1 and e2.

s = Maximum(e1, e2)
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Average: The average combination method returned the average score value for e1
and e2.

s = Average (e1, e2)

Vote: The vote combination method returned majority of the correspondences with
the highest score value.

s = Vote(e1, e2)

Algorithm 1. Aggregation Strategies

1 Input: ontology 1 (source ontology) and ontology 2 (target ontology)
2 matchers: matcher 1, matcher 2, matcher 3, and matcher n
3 Output: Aggregated alignment
4 if source and target ontologies exist then
5 for i:= 1 to matcher(n) do
6 set matcherName to matcher (i)
7 createAlignment (ontology 1, ontology 2, matcher (i))
8 saveAlignmentToList (Matcher(i))
9 end for

10 end if
11 for A:= 1 to AlignmentsList do
12 addAllMappingsMaster()
13 end for
14 for line:= 1 to allMappingsMaster do
15 for lineCompare: = 1 to allMappingsMaster do
16 if(masterLineCompare.equals(lineCompare)) then
17 addFinalMappings()
18 end if
19 end for
20 if FinalMappings greater than one then
21 for line:= 1 to FinalMappings do
22 scoresList = add(score);
23 if mappingAggregationStrategy = Min then
24 AggreagatedScore = Min (scoresList)
25 end if
26 if mappingAggregationStrategy = Max then
27 AggreagatedScore = Max (scoresList)
28 end if
29 if mappingAggregationStrategy = Avg then
30 AggreagatedScore = Avg (scoresList)
31 end if
32 if mappingAggregationStrategy = Vote then
33 AggreagatedScore = Vote (scoresList)
34 end if
35 end for
36 end if
37 end for
38 if AggreagatedScore > thresholdAggregationSelection then
39 return finalAggregatedAlignment (AggreagatedScore)
40 end if
41 end

4.3. BK Path Driven Inferencing

A path is a triple composed of three entities: two equivalent entities, and a link entity.
After a global graph in the primary component has been created, we use the selected
graph to link the source and target concepts. The mappings derived from these paths are
applied to form new mappings as illustrated in Figure 4. The paths connecting the concepts
within this graph are utilized to generate further mappings. Accordingly, the number of
pathways to investigate during derivation and the final returned paths are reduced [14].
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The pathways in this graph can lead to the discovery of new mappings. A significant issue
with obtaining all pathways is that it is resource intensive, because discovering all the paths
between two nodes is impractical in massive graphs. To address this issue, we limit the
length of pathways between entity pairs to four intermediate edges (links). The maximum
path length exploited had previously been found following extensive tests published in [46]
and had also been used in [14]. In light of the results produced by prior solutions, this
procedure is assumed to be already addressed.
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Another essential feature is the introduction of a new measure called the Matcher Path
Confidence Measure. This measure can assist in the process of determining the correct
mappings by considering the matcher’s confidence. This metric is only suggested for
selecting a single target concept from a set of candidates for a given source concept. Paths
are labeled with their matchers. Automatic mapping paths that several matchers have
produced can be more significant than single matcher pathways. The identified mappings
are explained in Figure 5, to provide a more precise score. We apply weights to various
path types between entities based on the matcher that they represent. The present module
launches the subsequent phase, which is responsible for path merging and final mapping
selection.
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4.4. Final Mapping Selection

After the aggregated correspondences between all the compared ontologies are deter-
mined, a suitable subset of the correspondences must be chosen and included in the final
alignment. The paths connecting the source concepts to the target ontology entities should
be examined to identify which entities correlate. Several different pathways may represent
a single candidate mapping. Thus, related work proposed using algebraic functions, such
as multiplication and maximum, to obtain the final score to assemble distinct mapping
scores [47]. Furthermore, we present a new algorithm (Algorithm 2) to choose the most
relevant mappings from the candidates based on the Matcher Path Confidence Measure
and the false mapping repository.
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Algorithm 2. Final Mapping Selection

1 Input: foundPaths,
2 sourceConcepts, targetConcepts
3 Output: Final alignment
4 for P:= 1 to foundPaths do
5 matcherslist = get matchers (linePath)
6 if matcherslist > 1 then
7 score:= 1.0
8 end if
9 if refAlignFalseMapping > 0, then

10 if refAlignFalseMapping equal to
11 (sourceConcept, targetConcept) then
12 stopPathFlag=stop
13 end if
14 end if
15 if stopPathFlag not equal to stop, then
16 if allCandidates (sourceConcept) do not exist then
17 addCandidate (sourceConcept, score, matcher, pathNo)
18 else
19 if allCandidates (targetConcept) not exsit then
20 addCandidate (targetConcept, score, matcher, pathNo)
21 else
22 updateCandidate (maxScore, matcher, pathNo)
23 end if
24 end if
25 end if
26 end for
27 for S:= 1 to allCandidates (sourceConcept) do
28 for T:= 1 to allCandidates (targetConcept) do
29 if S.pathNo greater than one then
30 addFinalAlignment(mapping)
31 stopFlag = true
32 end if
33 if (S.maxScore > maxCandidateScore) then
34 maxCandidateScore = S.maxScore
35 maxCandidate = sourceConcept
36 uriCandidate = targetConcept
37 end if
38 end for
39 if stopFlag not true then
40 addFinalAlignment(mapping)
41 end if
42 end for
43 return (finalAlignment)
44 end

5. Experimental and Result Analysis

This section introduces the experimental step and the Anatomy and Large Biomed
tracks, which are used to evaluate the performance of our model. The outcomes of various
aggregating methods are then reported and compared. Finally, the results of the final align-
ments are compared with four state of the art matching systems in terms of performance
(precision, recall, and F-measure).

5.1. Experimental Setup and Datasets

In this section, we will go over the experimental setup and the data sets. Table 8
summarizes all of the parameter settings. The bold parameter values were leveraged in
the tests carried out for this research investigation. The OAEI (2020) Anatomy and Large
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Biomed tracks are used to measure the overall performance of our model. The Anatomy
track consists of two ontologies (one task), namely, the AMA ontology (2744 classes) and a
section of the NCI that describes human anatomy (3304 classes). The alignment of classes is
the most critical work in this track. The Large biome track (six tracks), consisting of 78,989,
122,464, and 66,724 classes, seeks to find alignments between FMA, SNOMED CT, and
NCI. Large biomedical tracks are mainly divided into three related problems: FMA-NCI,
FMA-SNOMED, and SNOMED-NCI, each involving various parts of the input ontology.

Table 8. List of the model parameters.

Parameter Value

Matcher Single Yes/No
Multiple Yes/No

Matchers LogMap Yes/No
LogMapLt Yes/No

AML Yes/No
YAM ++ Yes/No

Aggregation methods Minimum Yes/No
Maximum Yes/No
Average Yes/No
VOTE Yes/No

BK DOID and UBERON ontologies Yes
Existing Mapping No

Alignment repository No

Mapping selection ML based No
Rule based Yes

Maximum path length 4

Internal exploration Yes/No

Threshold 0.0

Semantic verification Yes/No

5.2. Experimental Results and Analysis

The experimental evaluation of our proposed model is presented in this part. Our
approach is predicated on the notion that BK based matching can be accomplished by
employing many matchers. According to the OAEI findings, some matchers find the
correct mappings, whereas others find different ones. In addition, none of them can achieve
good results in all matching tasks. Accordingly, it would be more successful in combining
alignments produced by several matchers. This experiment investigates many aggregation
strategies to confirm our assumption: Minimum, Maximum, Average, and Vote.

5.2.1. Building the Graphs Using Multi Matchers

The most straightforward method of obtaining mappings between ontologies is to
employ an automatic matcher. We saw a wide range of outcomes produced by several
different matchers, including LogMap, LogMapLt, and AML, as illustrated in Figure 6.
We extracted all potential mappings between the preselected ontologies BK1(DOID) and
BK2(UBERON) to construct mappings across some intermediate ontologies. According
to our experiments, various aggregation procedures resulted in a wide variety of corre-
spondences. LogMap yielded (159) correspondences, whereas AML (62) and LogMapLt
created only (6). We arrived at the following result by combining all of the correspondences
(227). Different aggregation strategies resulted in a variety of final alignments, namely,
Min (194), Max (195), Avg (195), and Vote (19). The Vote method achieved the most precise
final alignment. Meanwhile, the recall rate was relatively low. There were just 19 retrieved
correspondences. The reason is that LogMapLt only retrieved six matches. Then, the source
ontology was matched against the preselected ontologies (SBK1) and (SBK2). Then the
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constructed graph was compared with the target ontology. The Min (BKTM), Max (BKTX),
Avg (BKTA), and Vote (BKTV) strategies produced comparable outcomes throughout the
tests. The purpose of BK based matching is to supplement, not to replace, direct matching
as defined by (DST). Direct matching may reveal mappings that BK based matching misses,
and vice versa.
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Similar test cases of the Large Biomed tracks were organized to demonstrate the
validity of our model in different versions across various matching situations. These six test
cases include ontologies where the different aggregation strategies are applied, as shown in
Figure 7, Columns (a–f). The voting technique comprised at least two matches to generate
the mapping. Meanwhile, Min, Max, and Avg considered all mappings and altered the
score’s value. According to these statistics, harvesting multiple matchers is a viable option.
We believe that the strength and competency of the final alignment are in using a single
aggregation technique and the use of distinct ones across various ontologies based on
the preconfiguration process rather than utilizing a single aggregation method. In such
a scenario, when vast ontologies are matched, it would be difficult and time consuming
to apply Min, Max, and Avg aggregation methods as long as the results are comparable.
The F-measure results show that the Max techniques were the most effective because the
recall rate is high. The retrieved correspondences have a much higher confidence value
than those found by other aggregation methods.
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SNOMED-NCI.
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5.2.2. BK Path-Driven Inferencing

Pathways between the source and the target entities were searched to derive possible
mappings. One or more matchers could define each detected path. The path contains
some intermediate concepts that are members of the ontologies that have been preselected.
Our research shows that additional mappings and pathways are generated when deriving
mappings that include multiple matchers. The candidate mappings returned by many
paths and matchers are more likely to be accurate than those returned by a small number
of paths and matchers. Pathways with various matchers are more relevant than paths
with only one matcher. One of the advantages of taking a multipath method to identify
correspondences is that it may return several alternative mappings between two entities,
which is helpful in various situations. Such relationships may affirm or contradict one
another, which must be considered when determining the final alignment.

Our findings revealed that different aggregation methods resulted in a range of path
numbers. The test result shows that the Vote technique returned the smallest number of
paths because it only contains the paths established by a minimum of two matchers. The
Max and Avg techniques yielded nearly identical path counts throughout the experiments.
Meanwhile, the Max method has a higher confidence value. Table 9 illustrates that paths
returned by many matchers have a higher confidence positive value. Examples include
paths that all matchers have confirmed in the Anatomy Track, Task 1—FMA-NCI, Task 3—
FMA-SNOMED, and Task 5—SNOMED-NCI, all of which have positive values greater than
0.900. The other tasks were given lower values because all the matchers did not perform
well in large fragment tests as they did in small fragment testing. Another example is Task
6—whole SNOMED-NCI. LogMap and AML matchers created 7519 paths, of which only
2827 are correct, and 4692 are incorrect, and a low positive value (0.374). The paths created
with three matchers within the same track have a positive value up to 0.824. Therefore, we
used our proposed measure to guide the final rules algorithm to eliminate mappings with
low positive values.

Table 9. Comparison of the correct paths produced by different matchers with the reference align-
ment.

Track All Paths One Matcher Two
Matchers

Three
Matchers

Anatomy

Min 0.777 0.519 0.652 0.903
Max 0.777 0.518 0.651 0.904
Avg 0.778 0.518 0.650 0.904
Vote 0.933 - 0.148 0.960

Task 1—
FMA-NCI

Min 0.839 0.624 0.664 0.940
Max 0.841 0.622 0.658 0.940
Avg 0.841 0.619 0.658 0.941
Vote 0.959 0.50 0.861 0.976

Task 2—Whole
FMA and NCI

Min 0.487 0.241 0.322 0.646
Max 0.485 0.241 0.321 0.638
Avg 0.484 0.239 0.322 0.639
Vote 0.725 1 0.578 0.739

Task 3—
FMA-SNOMED

Min 0.839 0.738 0.851 0.904
Max 0.842 0.737 0.852 0.902
Avg 0.842 0.738 0.852 0.902
Vote 0.964 1 0.959 0.970

Task 4—Whole
FMA-SNOMED

Min 0.680 0.457 0.777 0.859
Max 0.681 0.458 0.775 0.851
Avg 0.681 0.457 0.774 0.853
Vote 0.935 0.785 0.928 0.952
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Table 9. Cont.

Track All Paths One Matcher Two
Matchers

Three
Matchers

Task 5—
SNOMED-NCI

Min 0.787 0.599 0.677 0.941
Max 0.786 0.600 0.675 0.941
Avg 0.786 0.599 0.675 0.942
Vote 0.946 0.833 0.876 0.965

Task 6—Whole
SNOMED-NCI

Min 0.589 0.463 0.374 0.824
Max 0.590 0.462 0.375 0.824
Avg 0.590 0.462 0.376 0.824
Vote 0.843 0. 0.690 0.873

Moreover, the experiment shows that AML was the most active matcher across all
paths, particularly for the Min, Max, and Avg aggregation methods. When the Vote method
was used, LogMap generated more candidate paths. In contrast with the previous finding,
LogMapLt is the least occurring matcher in all experiments because it has lower actual
alignment results than AML and LogMap across all tests. Furthermore, LogMapLt does
not generate any unique paths in all tests due to AML, and LogMap produces better actual
alignment results as single matchers. The Min, Max, and Avg versions of paths derived by
one matcher generated nearly identical results. For example, AML generated more unique
paths using the Min version. More incorrect pathways were retrieved in Tasks 2, 4, and 6.
In Task 2, 1651 out of the 2132 paths are incorrect due to their size and difficulty. LogMap
generated (96) paths for the Anatomy track, but (65) are incorrect.

In the case of paths derived by two matchers, LogMapLt and AML did not create any
paths throughout all tests. Meanwhile, LogMap and LogMapLt generated paths in all tasks.
Concerning the results that they obtained in Task 6, 1109 out of the 1755 paths are wrong.
In Task 2, only 17 out of the 195 paths are correct. Finally, more correct correspondences
were found once all matchers formulated a path, as shown in Table 9.

5.2.3. Our Model with Different Direct Matchers and GBKOM

This work aims to compare the results obtained by four versions of our model based
on aggregation strategies with state of the art matching systems. We use traditional
precision, recall, and F-measure to evaluate our model. More correct correspondences were
obtained when the recall value is high. Meanwhile, the number of successfully discovered
correspondences is limited when the recall value is low. Considering the measure of
precision, less false matching occurs when its value is high.

The number of false correspondences discovered by the system must be kept to a
minimum to maintain a high precision value. If the F-Measure value is significant, then
the expert’s additional work to correct derived correspondences is reduced. The matching
system aims to reach the best possible recall and precision values to make less work
correcting results. Our proposed algorithm assists us in excluding the possibility of false
mapping. Our results are illustrated in Tables 10–12. The findings of each test case in
the Anatomy and Large Biomed tracks generated by four versions of our model and
cutting-edge matching methods are shown. The overall results of these four versions of
our model are nearly the same. However, several test cases provided by the Vote approach
produced quite different outcomes, demonstrating that our hypothesis still has potential
for improvement in matching Large Biomed tracks. In addition, it serves as justification for
carrying out this research’s overall goal of developing a novel aggregation method.
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Table 10. Compare our model with GBKOM and different direct matchers using the precision measure.

Track
GBKOM
(LogMap) AML LogMapLt LogMap

Our Model

Min Avg Max Vote

Anatomy 0.900 0.950 0.962 0.918 0.903 0.903 0.903 0.987

Task 1—FMA-NCI 0.945 0.958 0.967 0.945 0.967 0.968 0.970 0.995

Task 2—Whole FMA and NCI 0.763 0.806 0.676 0.867 0.797 0.806 0.813 0.989

Task 3—FMA-SNOMED 0.924 0.923 0.968 0.947 0.954 0.954 0.954 0.988

Task 4—Whole
FMA-SNOMED 0.798 0.685 0.851 0.811 0.885 0.888 0.890 0.998

Task 5—SNOMED-NCI 0.924 0.906 0.949 0.957 0.948 0.947 0.951 0.997

Task 6—Whole
SNOMED-NCI 0.795 0.862 0.798 0.874 0.823 0.827 0.830 0.995

Table 11. Compare our model with GBKOM and different direct matchers using the recall measure.

Track
GBKOM
(LogMap) AML LogMapLt LogMap

Our Model

Min Avg Max Vote

Anatomy 0.947 0.936 0.728 0.846 0.962 0.963 0.963 0.922

Task 1—FMA-NCI 0.896 0.910 0.819 0.902 0.928 0.937 0.938 0.884

Task 2—Whole FMA and NCI 0.851 0.881 0.819 0.805 0.895 0.915 0.922 0.834

Task 3—FMA-SNOMED 0.735 0.762 0.208 0.690 0.823 0.827 0.828 0.668

Task 4—Whole
FMA-SNOMED 0.695 0.710 0.208 0.642 0.787 0.791 0.792 0.561

Task 5—SNOMED-NCI 0.705 0.746 0.566 0.666 0.779 0.783 0.786 0.653

Task 6—Whole
SNOMED-NCI 0.683 0.687 0.566 0.650 0.760 0.767 0.771 0.594

Table 12. Compare our model with GBKOM and different direct matchers using the f-measure measure.

Track
GBKOM
(LogMap) AML LogMapLt LogMap

Our Model

Min Avg Max Vote

Anatomy 0.923 0.943 0.828 0.880 0.931 0.932 0.932 0.954

Task 1—FMA-NCI 0.920 0.933 0.887 0.923 0.947 0.952 0.954 0.937

Task 2—Whole FMA and NCI 0.804 0.842 0.741 0.835 0.843 0.857 0.864 0.905

Task 3—FMA-SNOMED 0.819 0.835 0.342 0.798 0.884 0.886 0.886 0.797

Task 4—Whole
FMA-SNOMED 0.743 0.697 0.334 0.717 0.833 0.836 0.838 0.718

Task 5—SNOMED-NCI 0.80 0.818 0.709 0.785 0.855 0.857 0.861 0.789

Task 6—Whole
SNOMED-NCI 0.735 0.765 0.662 0.746 0.791 0.796 0.799 0.744

To demonstrate our model’s quality, we compared it against the LogMap, LogMapLt,
AML, and GBKOM systems in various matching scenarios. According to these seven
separate test scenarios, we can compare four versions of our model and other systems.
Table 10 compares the findings for several test case groups using the precision measure. In
this case, our model’s (Vote) version outperformed other versions and systems in terms
of precision across all test groups. However, the findings for other versions are nearly
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identical for all sets of test cases. Hence, the other versions yield satisfactory results for
the Anatomy and Large Biomed tracks. The recall result is shown in Table 11. Our model
achieves better outcomes for all groups of test cases in recall measures. However, no
significant variation in recall results is observed between our three versions, namely, Min,
Max, and Avg.

Table 12 shows a more detailed look at F-Measure, which evaluates the matching
process. Our model’s (Max) version achieved marginally better outcomes than other sys-
tems in all test instances except for the Anatomy Track and Task 2. A possible explanation
for this situation is the usage of the preselected ontology UBERON. By contrast, the Vote
version produced the best results. AML and GBKOM have also shown positive results.
Furthermore, the values of our model in different versions are interesting to observe, and
the overall matching results are nearly as good as other systems for the majority of test
groups. The evaluation findings reveal that, while the number of correct correspondences
found by the three versions of our model is nearly identical, our model finds more trust-
worthy correspondences because it incorporates the BK false mappings repository. The
time results are not comparable because the matchers were not launched under the same
conditions and with different BKs.

Finally, we can conclude that there is no optimal ontology matching strategy. The
user’s requirements for precision, recall, and computation time are considered while
selecting a particular approach or the system that implements that strategy. When possible,
we believe it would be helpful to report participant findings with and without specialized
BK resources. On the one hand, this provides a more accurate assessment of the advantage
of utilizing BK resources in matching results and calculation time on the other side. On the
other hand, systems that do not use BK resources can be compared.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We present a BK multimatcher approach in this work and demonstrate how to com-
bine and aggregate distinct mapping alignments generated by several automatic matchers.
We presented an aggregation model consisting of four aggregation methods to establish
the final alignment between the compared ontologies: Min, Max, Avg, and Vote. The exper-
imental findings reveal that the Max version discovers more dependable correspondences
because the values are significantly higher than those of correspondences found by other
versions. Accordingly, the recall is high. According to the experiments, the voting process
provides the most precise final alignment, but low recall rate. Another essential feature
is the addition of a new measure known as the matcher path confidence measure. This
measure can aid in identifying the correct mappings by taking the matcher’s confidence
into account. The names of the matchers are also placed in the paths.

We also proposed the final mapping selection algorithm to decide the final alignment.
The results show that our matching model demonstrated effectiveness throughout many
test cases within the Anatomy and Large Biomed tracks, as our system’s performance is
the best. Our system performed remarkably well due to the higher recall levels obtained
besides utilizing the false mapping repository and the guidance of the proposed matcher
path confidence measure. In future work, we will enhance our proposed final mapping
selection algorithm to identify more false mappings. Moreover, it would be difficult and
time consuming in such a scenario, when vast ontologies are matched to use all matchers
simultaneously. Therefore, we intend to select some matchers from the matchers library to
employ for a specific task. Then, the matchers can be arranged in a parallel composition.
Furthermore, future studies will aim to demonstrate the model outside the biomedical
domain to overcome the limitation of domain dependence in our study. In general, our
model may serve as a first step toward supporting domain independent solutions by
applying hybrid matchers. Finally, exploiting unstructured BK sources will be attractive to
investigate as our model only exploits ontologies as BK sources.
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AMA Adult Mouse Anatomy
AML AgreementMakerLight
BK Background Knowledge
COMA Combination of Schema Matching Approaches
DOID Human Disease Ontology
FMA Foundational Model of Anatomy
GBKOM A Generic framework for BK Based Ontology Matching
GOMMA Generic Ontology Matching and Mapping Management
LogMap Logic Based and Scalable Ontology Matching
LogMapBio LogMap BioPortal
LogMapLt LogMap Lightweight
MA Mouse Anatomy
NCI National Cancer Institute Thesaurus
NCBO The National Center for Biomedical Ontology
OAEI Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative
SNOMED CT SNOMED Clinical Terms
UBERON The Uber Anatomy Ontology
UMLS The Unified Medical Language System
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